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The book A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon will always give you good worth
if you do it well. Finishing the book A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon to read
will not end up being the only goal. The goal is by getting the good worth from the book till completion of
the book. This is why; you have to find out more while reading this A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second
Chance) By Jessica Lemmon This is not only exactly how quickly you check out a book as well as not just
has how many you completed guides; it has to do with what you have obtained from the books.

Review
"Shopping for a hot holiday read? Look no further than A Bad Boy for Christmas. Actually, it's a terrific read
for any time of the year. With charismatic characters, stirring situations and enough sexy to fill an entire
town's worth of stockings, this latest in Lemmon's Second Chance series is 400-plus pages of Christmas
magic."?USA Today

"4 stars! Lemmon's contemporary style of storytelling and down-to-earth characters shine through. Lemmon
will draw readers into this story because she writes characters whom readers can connect with. Connor and
Faith are strong and complement each other, and their chemistry is explosive. Lemmon is an expert at the
modern-day romance."?RT Book Reviews

"Lemmon's sexy and well-constructed third Second Chance romance (after Rescuing the Bad Boy), set in the
small town of Evergreen Cove, Ohio, uses a nice reversal: the man wants marriage and the woman is
commitment-shy...Likable and realistic characters with believable emotions, and the right balance of fantasy
fulfillment, make for some good holiday heat."?Publishers Weekly Starred Review

"Love, friends, family, sweet & steamy romance, and so much more, Jessica Lemmon is an auto-buy for me!
Her Bad Boys are just sooo good!"?Erin Nicholas, New York Times & USA Today bestselling author

"Everything I love in a romance."?Lori Foster on Bringing Home the Bad Boy

"Charming, sexy, and brimming with wit!" (on Tempting the Billionaire)?Heidi Betts

About the Author
A former job-hopper, Jessica Lemmon resides in Ohio with her husband and rescue dog. She holds a degree
in graphic design currently gathering dust in an impressive frame. When she's not writing super-sexy heroes,
she can be found cooking, drawing, drinking coffee (okay, wine), and eating potato chips. She firmly
believes God gifts us with talents for a purpose, and with His help, you can create the life you want.

Jessica is a social media junkie who loves to hear from readers. You can learn more at:



JessicaLemmon.com
Twitter @lemmony
Facebook.com/AuthorJessicaLemmon
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A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon. It is the moment to boost and revitalize
your skill, expertise and also encounter included some amusement for you after long time with monotone
things. Working in the workplace, going to examine, gaining from examination and even more tasks might
be finished and also you have to begin new points. If you feel so tired, why do not you attempt new thing? A
very easy thing? Checking out A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon is exactly
what we provide to you will certainly understand. And the book with the title A Bad Boy For Christmas
(Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon is the reference now.

The reason of why you can obtain and get this A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica
Lemmon quicker is that this is the book in soft documents form. You can read the books A Bad Boy For
Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon any place you want also you remain in the bus, workplace,
residence, as well as other places. Yet, you could not need to move or bring the book A Bad Boy For
Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon print any place you go. So, you won't have heavier bag to
lug. This is why your choice to make far better principle of reading A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second
Chance) By Jessica Lemmon is actually handy from this situation.

Recognizing the means how you can get this book A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica
Lemmon is likewise useful. You have actually been in ideal website to begin getting this information. Get
the A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon link that we provide here as well as see
the web link. You can purchase guide A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By Jessica Lemmon or get
it as quickly as possible. You could rapidly download this A Bad Boy For Christmas (Second Chance) By
Jessica Lemmon after getting bargain. So, when you need guide swiftly, you can directly receive it. It's so
very easy and so fats, right? You need to choose to by doing this.
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'Tis the Season to Be Naughty

Connor McClain knows what he wants. And after four harrowing years in Afghanistan, that's a quiet life in
the lakeside town of Evergreen Cove. But coming home has land mines of its own-the most dangerous of
them being long-legged bombshell Faith Garrett. Now getting her into his arms this holiday is going to
require more than mistletoe . . .

With a cheating ex behind her, all Faith wants is a relaxing holiday free from man drama. And even though
every moment with gorgeous Connor is a sweet temptation, Faith is determined not to give in. But Jack Frost
has other plans, and soon Faith and Connor are snowbound in a winter wonderland with only the sparks
flying between them to keep them warm. As one hot kiss leads to another, they'll have to decide if they're
ready to give each other the best gift of all-love.

"Everything I love in a romance."
--- Lori Foster, 2014
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Most helpful customer reviews

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
A lovely slide from acquaintances, to friends, to lovers.
By Musings & Ramblings
I am a sucker for a good Christmas story. So when I saw that the next "Bad Boy" book in the Second Chance
series was Christmas themed, I did a little cheer. Add in the fact that this one is all about Connor, that hunky
landscape artist from the last book and *fanning self* whoo boy, let's get started!

I remember Connor from the last book as being pretty easy going and doing gentle flirting and teasing. He
brings that to this book, but now we get to see his depths too. As an army veteran, he carries some emotional
scars from his time overseas. While Faith is in danger, he gently but firmly steps in and starts handling
things. Since the two of them both have a betrayal in their past, they click on many levels and while they
spend time together, they really get to know each other better. There is no insta love going on here. Just a
lovely slide from acquaintances, to friends, to lovers.

Faith currently works with Sophie, from Rescuing the Bad Boy. Several times during that book and this one,
comments are made about her being "model" beautiful, being tall, slim and pretty. It's hard to imagine a
woman like that having body issues, but it can happen to the best of us. The way Connor handled her issues
was just right and is a gentle reminder to us all that everyone can have body image issues.

Both Connor and Faith came to this relationship with baggage. It was their ability to assist each other with
the issues that were weighing each other down that really spoke to me. Connor showed Faith that she could
depend and lean on him and Faith showed Conner that he was loved and had a life ahead of him. They
complemented each other so nicely. I couldn't help but give a happy sigh with the news in the epilogue; I do
so love a happy ending. This was another 5 star read in the series.



Thanks to Netgalley and Forever Publishing for the opportunity to read and review the book.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
An emotional read!
By OpenBookSociety dot com
Brought to you by OBS reviewer Una

I must confess when I read the title I thought I might be reading fluff, but Jessica Lemmon has written a
story with honest characters, emotions and great friendship. I was truly surprised at how much I enjoyed her
writing. I have not read any of the other Bad Boy books so could not base my judgement on those.

A Bad Boy for Christmas gave me everything I like in a romance and more. Conner by far was my favorite
being ex-military, super protective, considerate, and sweet as well as being sexy. Faith is reeling after finding
out her Ex was cheating on her. She was also suffering from the emotional abuse the Ex had imposed on her.
Her self-esteem is at an all-time low. Meeting Conner McClain is the last thing she wants even though he
makes her feel protected and cared for. The physical attraction and chemistry is strong between Faith and
Conner and as the story progresses friendship and love prevails.

What I loved about the story was the importance placed on family and friends. Conner had a friend from his
military time and that bond and story could be felt by the reader. Conner also had a strong family
background as opposed to Faith whose family was dysfunctional. When Conner takes her to his family’s
home for Thanksgiving Faith realizes the importance of tradition. Stranded at Christmas during a storm the
couple must depend on friends and their own relationship to forge ahead and start the beginnings of their
own traditions.

This book definitely can stand alone however I now want to get the others to see if the characters flow over
from one book to another. A great book to curl up with during the Christmas season and I definitely can see
it going into a Christmas stocking!

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Great holiday-themed romance with an ahhh-mazing hero!
By Kindles & Wine Book Blog
REVIEWED BY LIZ (originally posted on Kindles & Wine Book Blog)

I only had one real issue with this story, but unfortunately, it was Faith, the heroine. I liked her at the start of
the book. There were things I loved about her, chiefly, her hilarious yet totally understandable addiction to
Devil Dogs. (For those who don’t have a sweet tooth, Devil Dogs are two chocolate cakes shaped like an
éclair, with vanilla creme in between them. YUM!) And Faith was sweet and funny for a good portion of the
story. But I felt like she was a coward about the things that really mattered. In the past, Faith had been
betrayed by a man and now wants nothing to do with relationships. While this is a common and reasonable
reaction, even when faced with the hero’s love, devotion, honesty, and every other wonderful thing about
him, she still doubts him. I lost a lot of respect for her because of this and had a difficult time liking her
again.

I really loved the hero, Connor, though. I thought he was pretty perfect, but while reading this book, I
wondered if other readers would find him maybe too perfect. Or worse, perfectly boring. I definitely didn’t
think so, but I’m not one who needs heroes to be damaged or flawed. What I liked most about Connor is that
he has a great heart. He cares deeply for his friends and family; he’d do anything for them. He’s always
thinking of others, like the way he knows Faith NEEDS coffee in the morning, so he finds a way to make
sure she gets her coffee. I also enjoyed how honest Connor is. He tries to see things from another



perspective, and he admits his mistakes and owns up to his feelings, even if it’s embarrassing or
inconvenient. Even with all of that, he never seemed weak and never lost any of his manliness.

I’m on the fence with how I felt about the relationship between Faith and Connor. On one hand, I really liked
them together. The Sexy Time was hot and there was plenty of it. I liked that they laughed a lot but could
also have serious conversations. But on the other hand, since Faith was so busy protecting herself, it
occasionally felt like Faith was using Connor just for sex, even though she wasn’t.

I really enjoyed this book and think it’s a great one to read this month. Of course, it’s set around the holiday,
but the reason it’s such a great Christmas read is because Faith and Connor get snowed in at a quaint little
cabin on Christmas Eve. Gah! Could there be ANYTHING more romantic?! Then, Connor cuts down a tree
for Faith to put up inside the cabin, and they have to get creative with the decorations. It was so cute! I could
go on and on about it but don’t want to spoil it. I’ll just say that I really loved that whole section of the book!

A BAD BOY FOR CHRISTMAS is Book 3 in the Second Chance series. I read the first book in this series at
the beginning of the year, but I don’t think you need to read any of the previous books before reading this
one.

BOTTOM LINE
I really enjoyed A BAD BOY FOR CHRISTMAS. The hero was ahhhh-mazing! Former military, current
landscaper, decently in touch with his feelings… Yeah, I loved him. ? The heroine was less amazing for me,
her cowardice overshadowing the things I liked about her. Still, there were laughs and plenty of drama.

I would recommend this book to fans of contemporary romance looking for a holiday-themed book with a
manly-man hero who is in touch with his feelings!

RATING: B

NOTE: I received a review copy of this title courtesy of the publisher via NetGalley.

See all 65 customer reviews...
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